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After spending a little more effort, Levi Garrison completely controlled Maya Industry secretly and
locked it firmly in his hands.

As for this group of decision makers, they were originally puppets.

They may set up Maya Industry because of the deliberate promotion of the Gods Laboratory behind.

However, Levi Garrison did not say anything about controlling the Maya industry.

He also used Maya Industry to investigate the Gods’ Laboratory.

In addition, it is possible that the forbidden area No. 76 was leaked, and it was known to the Gods
Laboratory.
Maybe they will make big moves next.

In this way, the Lab of the Gods might have an idea about Forbidden Land No. 76 and will send someone
there.

Therefore, Levi Garrison must arrange the defense system and monitoring system.
Like Skynet, staring at Forbidden Area No. 76.

Whenever there is a turmoil, you will know immediately.

It can be said to be Levi Garrison’s strategy-waiting for the fish to get the bait!

Deliberately use the resources of Forbidden Land No. 76 to attract the bait of the Lab of the Gods!

Once there is a clue, it is easy to handle, and you can check it step by step…

After the arrangements are made together, Levi Garrison is ready to return to Daxia!

“Boom!” On the

way, Levi Garrison made the “Divine Tribulation” appear in a solid circle.

A sword shining with golden light trembled and roared.

The terrifying energy inside is like a scourge, seeking to release and vent.

“Ah! What a pity, what a pity, I can’t find a person to try the sword…”

Levi Garrison said helplessly while looking at the divine robbery in his hand.

Levi Garrison urgently needs an opponent.

The Lab of the Gods will appear soon!

When you were away, I didn’t even have an opponent!

Levi Garrison wanted to differentiate himself to try the sword!

There is such an ancient technique of hand-to-hand combat!

Fight yourself!

This can be a try!

However, after a long time, it will be boring…

Or the little scum, the young marshal of Tiance, hastened to the ninth level of the King Kong is not bad!

But it’s impossible!

This little scum is impossible!

I can’t find an opponent at all!

“Hey, if you try the sword, you still have to go to the Baolong clan of Tiance Mansion! Gather all their
masters, shouldn’t it be a problem

to try the sword ?” Levi Garrison really racked his brains to try the sword!

Thinking of any way!

…

Recently, when Levi Garrison was doing things in Forbidden Land No. 76, a big event happened in Daxia.

Almost all the ancient clans and schools supported by the top ten forces in Daxia emerged.

I don’t know why…

especially the Garrison Clan in Jingcheng has become extremely arrogant recently…

because the real masters of the ancient Garrison Clan are here…the master of

Ye Wudao and several elders are here.

The most important thing is that there is one more person here.

Ye Zhantian, the “killing god” of the ancient Garrison Clan!

His “killing god” name exists in the legends of Tiance Mansion and Baolong clan!

Back then, it was said that the great powers of the Baolong clan couldn’t

hold their heads up, and the Tiance superintendents and others suffered losses in his hands… You know
that the ancient Garrison Clan almost became one of the Baolong clan back then… …

But there has been a change… the

change is this “killing god” Ye Zhantian!

The three ancient tribes competing at the same time were all slaughtered…

angered all parties.

The quota was cancelled!

He may not be the strongest of the ancient Garrison Clan, but he is the fiercest and most fond of killing…

ever since this killing god came to the Garrison Clan in Beijing.

Ye Wudao, Ye Lingtian and the others are even more arrogant!

No one is in sight!

Kill all enemies who didn’t dare to move before!

Recently, I heard that Levilia and Levi Garrison are about to start.

The elders of the ancient Garrison Clan were very curious when they heard such good seedlings shed
outside.

I want to get back to Garrison Clan training!

“Kill the God” Ye Zhantian was very interested in Levi Garrison who violated the family rules.

Since he came, he has made many shots.

His legends are everywhere in Daxia… There is a

lot of noise.

Levi Garrison was excited when he heard it.

“The sword tester is here…”

